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Smart infrastructure 
powered by data-driven 
insights

Analytics in action:

• Modelling the hydropower resource potential of 

Southern Africa using satellite imagery

• Predicting border crossing wait times using billions 

of crowdsourced “big data” GPS records

• Forecasting the financial value and economic 

impacts of a new toll bridge 

• Mapping the “new Silk Road” of modern maritime 

and rail freight flows

Analytics 
solutions
by CPCS

Geospatial
intelligence

Risk 
modelling

Monte Carlo 
simulations

System 
dynamics Automation

Emerging
technologies

Solutions 

and more

CPCS’s analytics solutions help clients plan, build and 
operate infrastructure in a way that achieves value for 
money while improving services for the communities it 
serves.
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• Collect and curate structured 

and unstructured data

• Use new sensors and 

technologies

• Reveal patterns and insights

• Transform data into knowledge

• Build geospatial databases 

and models

• Develop industry-leading 

cartographic maps

• Design interactive dashboards 

and applications

• Create algorithms to model the 

infrastructure system

• Forecast trends and the impact 

of decisions

• Structure scenarios to test 

investment, operations and 

policy questions

Data science

and analytics

Cartography

and visualization
Modelling

and foresight

Our impactful analytics, bold visualizations and sharp modelling expertise are 

integrated across our management consulting services in transport, power and 

public-private partnerships.

Data-driven insights to inform 

your infrastructure decisions
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Data science and analytics

• Data-driven solutions

• Advanced and scalable 

algorithms

• Solutions across the 

transport and power 

sectors

• Data to support successful 

public-private partnerships

CPCS takes infrastructure 

analytics to a new level by 

leveraging new data sources 

and technologies. We work with 

conventional and new data 

sources to derive insights into 

the planning and the 

management of transportation 

and power systems. Think 

analytics to support 

infrastructure investment and 

operations and to forecast 

energy and mobility demands.

Your partner for:

Preparation

Conventional 

and

new data Sources

Advanced 

scalable 

algorithms
Insights

KnowledgeCleansing

Performance 

improvement

Decision-making
(private, public) 

Key CPCS projects

Trucking sector performance – Develop a measurement 

methodology for trucking benchmarking indicators; measure 

benchmarking indicators and produce an analytical dashboard; 

and apply the methodology to five countries in the world. 

New truck data to address urban freight challenges – Outline 

approaches, methods and analytical techniques for collecting 

and processing emerging data for truck freight movement in 

urban and metropolitan areas – supported with case studies.

Arizona State Freight Plan – Review all relevant data sources 

to establish their usefulness and to identify notable data gaps; 

consolidate data on state freight transportation system (all 

modes); and use truck GPS data to assess freight performance 

on major freight lanes and border crossings.
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Cartography and visualization

CPCS takes pride in developing 

bespoke maps and mapping 

technology. We cover thematic 

maps design as well as the 

emerging topics of web map 

design and interactive 

visualization tools.

CPCS delivers interactive visual 

interfaces. We integrate 

transport and energy systems 

models with GIS to carry out 

geo-visual analytics. 

What we do:
Thematic maps

Web maps

Data visualization

Interactive 

visualization tool

Geo-visual 

analytics

Geodatabase

Mapping technology

Spatial analytics

Key CPCS projects

Goods movement in the Toronto Region – Visualize 

the profile of freight transportation modes and 

infrastructure; and map key goods movement flows to, 

from and within the region and the corridor. 

ECOWAS Railway Networks Interconnection Master 

Plan – Geo-code ECOWAS rail master plan network; and 

visualize existing and future traffic flows in the network.

GET FiT Zambia Round 1:100MW Solar PV Tender –

site selection – Map key sites and network details to help 

shortlist sites.
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Modelling and foresight

With CPCS, you get:

Key CPCS projects

Traffic projection of Southwestern Ontario 

International Crossings 2017-2030 – Develop a 

dynamic regression model to forecast passenger and 

commercial vehicle traffic; and develop a generalized 

travel cost model to measure shifts in market shares and 

the resulting tolling revenue. 

Improving freight transit and logistics performance of 

the Trans-Caucasus Transit Corridor – Develop a 

route analysis model to identify where the Trans-

Caucasus Transit Corridor can be competitive; and model 

the impact of changes in operations and infrastructure on 

demand under three scenarios.

Model

calibration

Scenario 

building

Model 

validation

Simulation

S
o

lu
ti

o
n

s Multi-spatial-level

Multi-perspective

Multi-temporal-level

CPCS develops transport and energy 

models at local, regional and national 

levels. We use advanced modelling 

techniques to analyze transport and 

energy demand, identify infrastructure 

gaps and forecast infrastructure 

investment needs. 

We collaborate with clients to create 

innovative solutions on policy and 

planning. We also conduct analytical 

forecasts for the transport and power 

sectors to complement model outputs 

and provide decision-making support 

to policy-makers at multiple levels of 

government. Techniques used in 

forecasting combine both qualitative 

(e.g., expert consultations, scenario 

building, etc.) and quantitative (e.g., 

trend extrapolation, simulation 

modeling, etc.) methods.
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Analytics solutions delivered globally

US: Arizona State Freight Plan

Zambia – GET FiT: Site selection for a solar project

Trans-Caucasus Corridor: Freight transit and logistics

• Reviewed key data sources to establish their usefulness

• Identified data gaps

• Consolidated data for all modes on state freight transportation

• Used truck GPS data to assess freight performance on major freight 

lanes and border crossings

• Map key sites and network details to help shortlist sites

• Developed a route analysis model to identify where the corridor can 

be competitive

• Modelled three demand scenarios to illustrate the impact of changes 

in operations and infrastructure


